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Clark Colahan is Professor of Spanish and Anderson Professor of Humanities, both Emeritus, at Whitman College. He is also a descendant of Increase Mather, who was Rector of Harvard 1686–1692 and President of Harvard 1692–1701, where he restored the teaching of Latin and Hebrew.

Mary Malcolm Gaylord is the Sosland Family Research Professor of Romance Languages and Literatures. Her current scholarly work on literary cultures of the Early Modern Hispanic world centers on the writings of Cervantes.

Aaron Macks is a systems architect with Harvard Business Review and a sometime teacher of country dance. He is currently working building CoKL: Corpus Kalendarium, a digital tool for analyzing the devotional calendars in Books of Hours. His previous research includes automated parsing of Akkadian verb-forms and clustered supercomputing.

Emilio Martínez Mata, Professor of Spanish Literature at the University of Oviedo, Spain, has focused his research on Spanish Golden Age Literature, as well as on eighteenth-century literature. He has founded the Cervantine Studies Groups (GREC), which promotes the study of the reception of Don Quixote bringing together a variety of distinguished researchers from different countries, which has resulted in a large number of research projects, conferences, books and articles. Particularly relevant among his Cervantine studies are the volume Cervantes comenta el Quijote (2008), translated to English by Clark Colahan under the title Cervantes on Don Quixote (2010), and his numerous works on the history of the reception of Don Quixote. Most notable among studies he has published about the eighteenth century are five critical editions of texts by Spanish authors. Currently, he coordinates, as principal investigator, a project funded by the European Union with seven partners from different countries: Q.Theatre. Theatrical Recreations of Don Quixote in Europe.
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Library. His research on British Romanticism, New England Transcendentalism, and nineteenth-century Anglo-American literary relations has appeared in several essay collections as well as in journals including *The New England Quarterly, Romanticism*, and *The Wordsworth Circle*. 